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PRODUCT TYPE

PACKAGING

Cleaning agent for fresh PU foam

500/650 ml

PRODUCT FEATURES

MAIN APPLICATIONS

Special acetone based solvent for removing fresh uncured PU
foam, adhesive and paint stains from unwanted places such as
window frames, doors, jambs, tools. It is easily usable and
applicable. Cleaner has excellent cleansing properties and is
considered highly essential for immediate out- and inside cleaning
of PU foam applicator guns after their use.






Removing fresh, uncured PU foam from tools and
adjacent surfaces
Cleaning uncured foam from unwanted areas during work
Immediate in- and outside cleaning of PU foam applicator
guns after their use
Cleansing of dispensing adaptors (plastic straws) and
valves

ATTENTION! Cleaner can not be used to clean cured foam!
The cleaner can damage the lacquered or painted surfaces,
textiles and plastics! Avoid spraying on spotless surfaces.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Application temperature



Working temperature - from +5 C to +30 °C.
Can temperature - from +5 C to +30 °C.

Application method











Shake the can vigorously before use (15 - 20 times).
Put the actuator on the valve and spray on the spots where
you wish the fresh PU foam to be removed.
Allow the solvent to act for a while before removing it with a
dry cloth.
For inside cleaning of PU foam dispensing guns connect the
container of the cleansing agent with the gun, by holding the
gun handle with one hand and turning the upright container
with the other hand.
Make sure that the gun is not pointed at persons when
turning it.
Only after connection turn the container together with the gun
in the working position, i.e. upside down.
Spray the cleaning agent through the gun by pressing the
trigger until the liquid, escaping the applicator tip, is clear.
Let the cleaner act for a short while and spray again.
Clean the screw thread as well.

It is highly recommended to clean the gun regularly after 2 – 3
months of using time. This will guarantee long life and functioning
without problems for the gun.

SHELF-LIFE | STORAGE AND HANDLING
Best before 36 months. For longest shelf life avoid storage above
+25C and below +5C. Transportation of odd cans by passenger
car: leave the container wrapped in a cloth in the trunk, never in
the passengers’ compartment.
Check separate Storage and Handling Instructions.

PROPERTIES
Fluid per can

500 ml

For safety precautions and disposal instructions, see the
corresponding product Material Safety Data Sheet.

